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DIRECTOR’s MESSAGE

Educational institutions have a profound role to play in
building of the nation, a society and an individual. There is a
huge challenge for Institutions in today’s global and highly
competitive world to make students Industry ready. The mark
of any Intuition lies in the quality of values it delivers
professionally. AITM is a young integrated environmental
friendly campus that has made positive impact on people,
companies and society in a short period of time. It aims at
complete development of a student. You can teach a student
a lesson for a day, but if you can teach him to learn by
creating curiosity he will continue the learning process as long
as he lives. This curiosity is built in our students by our
dynamic staff who have been trained to ensure that the
students are given every possible support in all there
endeavors. We warmly welcome the young aspiring students
to be a part of AITM and pass out successfully as qualified
professionals. We also hope that your stay with us will be
enjoyed and cherished forever by you.
Dr. Spoorti Patil, Director SAEF

PRINCIPAL’s MESSAGE

An Instauration is assessed on the basis of the Academic ambience
and outcome of the system in terms of performance and achievements
of the students and staff in teaching-learning, research and innovation,
placements and results. AITM has proved on these counts again and
again over years since 2009. AITM has been known for its Academics
credentials coupled with holistic growth in all directions and spheres.
The Institution could achieve a series of milestones credit for the same
undoubtedly goes to our brilliant students, dedicated staff and
encouraging Management. The new generation of competent mind
must imbibe knowledge and practically they should comprehend the
art of balancing brilliant technical, managerial communication and
interpersonal skills, delivered along with expertise at its finest. We
promise a wonderful experience of rich Academic and Excellent
facilities coupled with professional practices, blended with affectionate
concern for our Students.
Dr. Sanjay Pujari, Principal

Reach us @

VISION
OF
INSTITUTION
Deliver a significant proportion of
the Engineering, Application &
Management sectors workforce to
the country and play an important
role in establishing center for
excellence
in
Technology,
Education, Research & Innovation
with ethical values.
---------------------------------------------------

MISSION
OF
INSTITUTION
Suresh Angadi Education Foundation (SAEF), started in the
year 2008, has grown as an educational foundation of repute comprising
several institutes providing quality education. SAEF comprises of “Angadi
College of Commerce & Science (ACCS)”, started in the year 2008, which
offers PUC, B.Com and B.Sc. In 2009, “ Angadi Institute of Technology &
Management (AITM)” was started, which offers under-graduate courses in
Bachelor of Engineering (BE) in Mechanical, Computer Science, Civil,
Electronics & Communication, Electrical & Electronics. AITM also offers post
graduate course in Master of Business Administration (MBA), M.Tech in
Mechanical and Civil Engineering. In the year 2015, under the aegis of
SAEF, “Angadi International School (AIS)” with CBSE curriculum was started
in the year 2016, “Angadi School of Architecture (ASA)” was started to cater
the needs of the student community to pursue career in Architecture.

FACILITIES AT AITM
The Central Library of AITM is functioning as the primary information
resource and repository for all teaching and research activities at the
institute. Apart from textbooks and recommended reading material
prescribed for each course offered at the institute.
The Institute has the following facilities in addition to the classrooms,
laboratories:
• Separate hostels for boys and girls with dining facilities, recreation
facilities, indoor games and internet connectivity.
• Transportation facility for various areas.
• Medical centre with basic medical facilities
• Sports facilities like cricket ground, football ground, etc.
• Residential accommodation for staff
• Syndicate Bank

To
incorporate
benchmarked
teaching and learning pedagogies in
curriculum.
To ensure all round development of
students through judicious blend of
curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities.
To support exchange of knowledge
between industry & academia to
provide higher/continued education
and research opportunities to
faculty as well as staff members.
To improve satisfaction level of all
stakeholders.
-------------------------------------------------Chairman
Shri. Suresh Angadi
Chairman SAEF,
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Director
Dr. Sporrti Patil
Director SAEF
Administrator
Mr. Raju Joshi
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Principal
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Annual Day - 2019 on 10 May

2019

Annual day 2019: An Annual Day was organized on 11th may 2019 at Angadi Institute of Technology and
Management, Belagavi. The chief Guest Dr. Karisiddappa, Vice Chancellor, VTU, Belagavi addressed the
gathering at the Annual Day Celebrations, 2019.

One of the most anxiously awaited occasions each year in any college is its annual day. Great excitement and

joyful activities are visible all around. This is the day where one discovers as the colors of cultural feast unfold.
The prize-winners and those who are participating in the cultural programme to be presented on that day are
especially elated.
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DEPARTMENT OF BASIC SCIENCE

AARAMBH-2019 Technocultural. Conducted by
Department of Basic
Science on 10th May 2019

Association of Chemistry organized AARAMBH-19. The students actively
participated in following events
 Mystery Room
 Photography
 Fireless cooking
 Singing competition
 Dance competition
 Rangoli Event
 Treasure Hunt
 Painting
 Face Painting
 One Minute Games
Prizes were distributed to winners of various events.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

“Python programming
language” 3 days
Workshop organized by
CSE from 2/5/19 to 4/5/19

Department of Computer Science

and Engineering organized 3 days
hands on workshop on “Python
programming language”, The
workshop was organized in

coordination with ZEEL Code Labs,
Belagavi from 2nd May 2019 to 4th

May 2019. The resource person for
the workshop was Mr. Vaibhav
Chavan CEO ZEEL code labs

Belagavi. The dais was also shared
by Prof Gajanan Turvekar Dean

Academic AITM, Prof. Sagar Birje
HOD CSE Department, and Prof.

Bharati Kale Staff Coordinator for
the python workshop.
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“VENCER EVENT”
a technical event
organized by CSE on
May 10th 2019.

Technical events:
 Codics

Non Technical:
- Sack Race

 Logo Markers - Bamboo Race
 Quizohilic

- Last till Balloon blasts

 Andhadhun

- Bottlenecks

 Techno debate
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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

“VENCER EVENT” a
technical event
organized by ECE on
May 10th 2019.

Events:
1. Technical paper presentation
2. Paani Puri eating
3. Snake and Ladder
4. Chase the Queen
5. Final Destination
6. Paint a Ball
7. Photography
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“Students Farewell
2019” on 28th June
2019.

The farewell was organized by the prefinal students for final year students on 28 th june 2019.
Farewell is a very common event that takes place in almost every school and college in every
city big or small and farewell speech is one of the important aspects of the entire celebration as
it not only holds the entire audience, it also helps in building confidence in the outgoing
students. Farewell it is just another way of musical and happy interaction between seniors and
juniors.
It is the time when juniors bid adieu to the seniors with their best wishes for their future. It is
the time when every one of the senior feels the sense of respect, love and hopes from their
juniors. This is the day when a student recognizes that now he has the loads of responsibilities
on his shoulders and he has to carry those throughout his or her life. That day they have to
make a promise to themselves that they’ll not only make their parents, relatives, friends or city
people proud but now they have to make their institute proud.
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